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A court hearing on the
federal government’s effort
to force Apple to unlock an
iPhone has been delayed.

FBI may
have way
to unlock
iPhone

County rises in ranks
for improving health

Feds given postponement
on hearing with Apple
to test viability of method
By BRANDON BAILEY
AND AMANDA LEE MYERS
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — A much-anticipated court hearing on the
federal government’s effort to
force Apple Inc. to unlock the iPhone used by one of the shooters
in the San Bernardino terror attack was abruptly vacated Monday after the
UNVEILING
FBI revealed it
NEW DEVICES may have a way
Apple rolls out a to access data
without
the
smaller iPhone
company’s help.
and iPad on
Federal prosMonday at its
product event in ecutors made
the surprising
Cupertino / A8
announcement
on the eve of today’s hearing in
U.S. District Court in Riverside.
In court papers they said the
FBI has been researching methods to access the data on Syed
Rizwan Farook’s encrypted
phone since obtaining it on Dec.
3, the day after the attack.
“An outside party” came
forward over the weekend and
showed the FBI a possible method, the government said in court
papers requesting the hearing
be postponed. Authorities need
time to determine “whether it
is a viable method that will not
compromise data” on the phone.
If viable, “it should eliminate
the need for the assistance from
Apple,” according to the filing.
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Quake didn’t
happen, still
makes news
By RANDI ROSSMANN
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KEEPING ACTIVE: Marilyn Montero works out in the Stay Fit Forever exercise class Monday at the YMCA in Santa Rosa.

Despite up-tick in smoking and obesity, officials upbeat on trend
STATE’S TOP 10
HEALTHIEST
COUNTIES

BY MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

I

mprovements in the rates of premature death,
childhood poverty and unemployment are among
the trends that helped Sonoma County earn recognition in a new nationwide report as the sixth-healthiest county in California.
The current results mark the third consecutive year
the county has shown improvement in annual health
rankings compiled by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the University of Wisconsin Population
Health Institute. Previously, the county ranked eighth
in 2015 and 12th in 2014.
“These reports are really useful in raising awareness,” said Karen Milman, Sonoma County’s health
officer. “It’s always good to have some metrics to know
that you’re moving in the right direction.”
But Milman said the report card continues to point
out the county’s healthcare shortcomings, with the
county lagging the statewide average in both adult
smoking and obesity rates.
The report found Sonoma County had 4,700 “years of
potential lost life” for every 100,000 people. That rate was
4,942 in last year’s report and 5,233 in the 2014 report.
The rate is based on the number of years of lost

WORKING OUT: Sookbin Choi, 67, participates in the Stay Fit
Forever exercise class Monday at the YMCA in Santa Rosa.
potential life before age 75. For example, someone who
dies at 25 contributes 50 years of life lost, but a person
who dies at 65 contributes only 10 years of life lost to
the rate.
North Coast health officials said the report uses
data that is a few years old, up to 2014, so the most recent efforts to improve rankings won’t appear until a
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Despite much publicity Sunday about a small earthquake
rocking Kenwood, the only
shaking there may have been
felt by tour bus passengers jostled by potholes on the way to
their next wine tasting.
The purported 12:30 p.m.,
magnitude 3.3 quake centered
a few miles southwest of Kenwood actually didn’t happen —
although it was the most-read
article for most of Sunday afternoon on the San Francisco
Chronicle’s SF Gate website.
The Kenwood quake story
also was picked up by the Los
Angeles Times, which has software that automatically generates earthquake articles any
time the U.S. Geological Survey
reports a quake.
“I’m embarrassed to report
that, no, there was not” an
earthquake, said Lind Gee, project manager for the USGS in

1. Marin
2. San Mateo
3. Santa Clara
4. Orange
5. Placer
6. Sonoma
7. Napa
8. Ventura
9. El Dorado
10. San Francisco

Old grievances exposed in Cuba talks
As ‘new day’ declared,
Obama and Castro trade
barbs on other’s country
By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
AND DAMIEN CAVE
NEW YORK TIMES
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Cuba’s President Raul Casro, left, and President Barack Obama inspect
the guardsmen at the Revolutionary Palace on Monday.
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HAVANA — President Barack
Obama stood beside President
Raúl Castro on Monday and
declared a “new day” of openness between the United States
and Cuba, but old grievances
and disputes over human rights
marred a groundbreaking meeting and underscored lingering
impediments to a historic thaw.
The two presidents, meeting
at the Revolutionary Palace for

HULK HOGAN VERSUS GAWKER: Florida jury
awards $25 million in punitive damages
Monday in ex-wrestler’s sex tape trial / A7

the first such official contact
between their two governments
in more than a half-century, engaged in a frank and at times
awkward exchange with each
other and reporters. Obama at
turns prodded Castro to submit
to questions during an extraordinary 55-minute news conference.
Standing at lecterns in a cavernous granite-walled hall in
front of Cuban and U.S. flags,
the two leaders traded criticism
of each other’s countries even
as both said they were committed to continuing on the path to
normalizing relations.
“Give me a list of the politi-
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